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Comparison of climate change and climate impact metrics over the UK for the UKCP09 

and UKCP18 RCM-PPE ensembles, within a broader context of climate modelling 

uncertainty 

 

Abstract 

This report analyses and compares metrics using processed daily data output from the regional climate model 

(RCM) perturbed parameter ensemble (PPE) components of two recent UK Climate Projections projects, namely 

UKCP18 (the most recent UKCP release) and UKCP09 (the previous release). The metrics considered include 

daily meteorological variables output directly from the RCM-PPEs plus climate indices derived from the daily 

temperature and precipitation fields, at grid-point scales and aggregated over UK country regions. To place these 

RCM-PPE results in a broader modelling uncertainty context, results are compared to a multi-model ensemble of 

13 selected CMIP5 global projections, analysed in a similar way using available daily data. Where feasible, results 

are also compared against the probabilistic projections component of UKCP18, to strengthen this context (this is 

feasible only for time averages of some meteorological variables, but not derived climate index metrics).  The 

analysis considers future changes in the metrics of interest through the 21st Century relative to a present-day 

baseline of 1981-2000 with a focus on changes at specified global warming levels ranging through 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 

°C relative to preindustrial. 

No bias corrections are applied to any of the input model data but, where possible, we show how the modelled 

variables compare with observational data taken from a National Climate Information Centre (NCIC) dataset for 

the present-day baseline period. Present day biases with respect to NCIC are computed and encapsulated in the 

graphical output for as many metrics as possible to help inform conclusions on the reliability of projected future 

changes. We also draw some comparisons of results with a recently completed study by Hanlon et al. (2020) that 

considers an overlapping set of metrics for UKCP18 RCM-PPE results only but (in contrast to the present report) 

applies bias correction to the daily input data. 

Conditioned on specified global warming levels, UKCP18 RCM-PPE results exhibit relatively lower regional 

warming over the UK than UKCP09 RCM-PPE results. Both tend to lie at the high end of the range of CMIP5-

13 regional warmings. Precipitation changes generally exhibit accentuated increases in winter and decreases in 

summer in UKCP18 RCM-PPE compared to UKCP09 RCM-PPE results. RCM18-PPE shows more potential for 

winter drying in some regions than UKCP09 RCM-PPE or CMIP5-13 results. The deepest summer lows tend to 

become somewhat less intense in UKCP18 RCM-PPE as the climate warms. Probabilistic projection results are 

considered in the comparisons only for metrics involving regional mean time mean response of meteorological 

variables, for which they generally give the widest ranges of plausible projected outcomes. Notable exceptions to 

this are for the accentuated spring warming response in UKCP09 RCM-PPE and changes in cloud amount and 

surface radiation in UKCP18 RCM-PPE through the year, which are mostly outliers relative to the probabilistic 

projection range. For metrics involving projections of climate indices derived from daily temperature and 

precipitation, some aspects of the analysis indicate outcomes from UKCP18 RCM-PPE (e.g. increased occurrence 

of summer and autumn tropical nights in urban conurbations, more dry days in summer and autumn, increased 

maximum length of dry day spells in autumn, lower average precipitation on wet days in summer) lie outside the 

ranges of UKCP09 RCM-PPE or CMIP5-13, implying the potential for impacts more severe than in previous 

assessments. 

An important caveat to this work is that the RCM-PPEs are not the only modelling component available from 

UKCP09 and UKCP18. The analysis conducted here, while representative, is not exhaustive and could usefully 

be extended in various ways. In particular, comparison against results from the UKCP18 convection-permitting 

ensemble (Kendon et al. 2019) would clearly be a valuable extension to this work. 

A large downloadable collection of graphics files is available, which compares the metrics considered here across 

the different source streams in multiple ways (as time series, box plots and maps). It is hoped that this resource 

will be useful to others. This report shows only a small fraction of the thousands of graphics files that are 

potentially available for study. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Summary of methodology 

 

The analysis underlying this report has been constructed primarily around the availability of 

datasets of daily meteorological variables (temperature, precipitation, 10m wind speed, sea 

level pressure, etc.) from both UKCP09 and UKCP18 RCM-PPEs. The associated data fields 

from these UKCP RCMs are analysed using their native model resolutions: 12km (UKCP18) 

and 25km (UKCP09). Native model resolutions of CMIP5 models vary, so for convenience in 

the case of CMIP5 input data we use processed (area-averaged) daily data available on a 

common 60km resolution grid rather than at the native model resolution of each model. 

The RCM-PPE data streams are considered the best available sources for the purpose of direct 

inter-comparisons at a daily timescale between UKCP18 and UKCP09 and, being of relatively 

high spatial resolution, the RCM model data should be able to capture UK weather variability 

much better than global model outputs. It should be noted that other UKCP09 and UKCP18 

data products are available besides the RCM-PPE products that are the primary focus of this 

report, e.g. see Lowe et al. 2018; Fung and Gawith 2018. 

We concentrate in this report on differences seen in the response in the RCM-PPE component 

of UKCP18 compared to the RCM-PPE component of UKCP09 that potentially have 

implications for changes in implied downstream impacts and assessed UK climate risks, 

particularly those differences that are outside the range of what other results (including CMIP5 

models and the probabilistic component of UKCP18) might suggest. While the daily data 

availability from the CMIP5-13 ensemble used here is somewhat patchier than for the UKCP09 

and UKCP18 RCM-PPEs, it is good enough to provide very useful additional context in much 

of the analysis. 

 

1.2 Nomenclature: data sources used and global warming levels 

 

For brevity, we adopt the following naming conventions in the text throughout the rest of this 

report to denote the different alternative model and observationally based input data sources 

(and metrics derived from them) that are used in the analysis.  

NCIC Observation-based gridded daily data for the UK produced by the National 

Climate Information Centre, Exeter (Perry et al. 2009) 

RCM09-PPE [09] The 11-member RCM perturbed parameter ensemble component of 

UKCP09 with a native resolution of 25 km (Murphy et al. 2009) 

RCM18-PPE [18] The 12-member RCM perturbed parameter ensemble component of 

UKCP18 with a native resolution of 12 km (Murphy et al. 2018) 

CMIP5-13 [C5]   A selected 13-member ensemble of CMIP5 global climate models with much 

coarser native resolutions (Lowe et al. 2018, Murphy et al. 2018) 

PDF [PR] The probabilistic projections component of UKCP18 (Murphy et al. 2018) 

X-axes of the box plot graphics files shown in the report are labelled with the 2-character names 

“09”, “18”, “C5” and “PR”, to be read as RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and PDF 

respectively. 
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Specific global mean warming levels are represented in shorthand notation as follows (these 

shorthands are used in the titles of graphics and sometimes in the text below): 

GWL15 [1.5, 15]  20-year mean time slice for global warming of 1.5 °C relative to pre-

industrial 

GWL20 [2.0, 20]  20-year mean time slice for global warming of 2.0 °C relative to pre-

industrial 

GWL25 [2.5, 25]  20-year mean time slice for global warming of 2.5 °C relative to pre-

industrial 

GWL30 [3.0, 30]  20-year mean time slice for global warming of 3.0 °C relative to pre-

industrial 

GWL40 [4.0, 40]  20-year mean time slice for global warming of 4.0 °C relative to pre-

industrial 

 

1.3 Graphics available in association with this report 

 

The main product of the analysis, apart from this report, is a large collection of graphical 

results, in total comprising over 12000 distinct files. While this document is intended as a 

general summary of the key results, it does not attempt to cover all potentially informative 

aspects that can be discerned from these files. The interested reader is therefore encouraged to 

explore the available graphics directly to follow up pertinent questions. This subsection gives 

a technical overview of the complete collection of supporting graphics files including basic 

guidance on how to interpret the different styles of plots available. 

Appendix A describes how to access the full collection of graphics files and CSV files that 

contain associated data for some of the graphics. The content is organised into a number of 

folders as described below.  

Time series graphics comparing RCM09-PPE and RCP18-PPE results 

 ts_10up_pdf    - 10-up plots (annual and 4 seasons) in pdf file format 
 ts_10up_png    - 10-up plots (annual and 4 seasons) in png file format 
 ts_2up_pdf     - 2-up plots (annual or single season) in pdf file format 
 ts_2up_png     - 2-up plots (annual or single season) in png file format  

Box plot graphics comparing RCM09-PPE, RCP18-PPE and CMIP5-13 results 

 boxplots_pdf   - 4-up plots (England, N. Ireland, Scotland, Wales) in pdf file format 
 boxplots_png   - 4-up plots (England, N. Ireland, Scotland, Wales) in png file format 

Box plot graphics comparing RCM09-PPE, RCP18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and PDF results 

 boxplots_ls1_pdf   - 4-up plots (England, N. Ireland, Scotland, Wales) in pdf file format 
 boxplots_ls1_png   - 4-up plots (England, N. Ireland, Scotland, Wales) in png file format 

Map plot graphics comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 results 

 maps_9up_pdf - 9-up plots (high, median and low response) in pdf file format 
 maps_9up_png - 9-up plots (high, median and low response) in png file format 
 maps_12up_pdf - 12-up plots (median response at 4 GWLs) in pdf file format 
 maps_12up_png - 12-up plots (median response at 4 GWLs) in png file format 
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Below the top level folders is the variables level, consisting of results relating to the following 

13 basic model output variables (daily means unless otherwise indicated): 

 clt             total cloud amount  

 hurs         near-surface relative humidity 

 huss         near-surface specific humidity 

 pr             total precipitation 

 psl            pressure at mean sea level 

 rls             net surface longwave radiation 

 rss            net surface shortwave radiation 

 tas            daily mean surface air temperature 

 tasmax    daily max surface air temperature 

 tasmin     daily min surface air temperature 

 uas           eastwards component of 10m wind speed 

 vas           northwards component of 10m wind speed 

 wss          10m wind speed 

… and the following 22 derived climate indices, computed over annual and seasonal periods 

using the given thresholds/formulae: 

 ecacd          cooling degree days (tas > 22 °C) 

 ecacdd        maximum consecutive dry days (pr < 1 mm) 

 ecacfd         maximum consecutive frost days (tasmin < 0 °C) 

 ecacsu         maximum consecutive summer days (tasmax > 25 °C) 

 ecacwd        maximum consecutive wet days (pr > 1 mm) 

 ecacwd10   maximum consecutive very wet days (pr > 10 mm) 

 ecacwd20   maximum consecutive extremely wet days (pr > 20 mm) 

 ecaetr          extreme temperature range (max(tasmax) - min(tasmin) in the period) 

 ecafd           frost days (tasmin < 0 °C) 

 ecagd          growing degree days (tas > 5.5 °C) 

 ecahd          heating degree days (tas < 15.5 °C) 

 ecaid           ice days (tasmax < 0 °C) 

 ecarr1         wet days (pr > 1 mm) 

 ecarr10       very wet days (pr > 10 mm) 

 ecarr20       extremely wet days (pr > 20 mm) 

 ecarx1day  maximum 1-day precipitation (no threshold) 

 ecarx5day  maximum 5-day precipitation (no threshold) 

 ecasdii         simple average wet day precipitation (pr > 1 mm) 

 ecasdii10    simple average very wet day precipitation (pr > 10 mm) 

 ecasdii20    simple average extremely wet day precipitation (pr > 20 mm) 

 ecasu           summer days (tasmax > 25 °C) 

 ecatr            tropical nights (tasmin > 20 °C) 
 

The 22 metrics above were mostly computed using CDO operators (Schulzweida and Quast, 

2015) developed for the European Climate Assessment (ECA) project, operating on inputs of 

daily data for temperature (tas, tasmax, tasmin) and precipitation (pr) in netcdf format. 
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In the time series 10-up folders, boxplots and maps folders the graphics files are in a flat 

structure below the variable/metric level, but in time series 2-up folders an additional level is 

included corresponding to the 4 separate home countries and 5 other regions, i.e.:  

 England, Northern_Ireland,  Scotland, Wales  (home countries)  

 England_and_Wales,  Channel_Islands, Isle_of_Man, UK, Ireland  (regions) 

Time series filenames are of the following format for the basic model variables: 

 10-up: {variable}_time{time_stat}_{region}_{region_stat}.{png|pdf} 
   2-up : {variable}_{period}{time_stat}_{region}_{region_stat}.{png|pdf} 

or the following format for derived climate indices: 

 10-up: {variable}_{region}_{region_stat}.{png|pdf} 
 2-up : {variable}_{period}_{region}_{region_stat}.{png|pdf} 

Box plot filenames are of the following format for the basic model variables: 

 boxplot_{variable}_{period}{time_stat}_reg{region_stat}.{png|pdf} 

or the following format for derived climate indices: 

 boxplot_{variable}_{period}_reg{region_stat}.{png|pdf} 

Map plot filenames are of the following format for the basic model variables: 

 9-up: maps_{variable}_{period}{time_stat}_SWL{global_warming_value}.{png|pdf} 
 12-up: maps_{variable}_{period}{time_stat}.{png|pdf} 

or the following format for derived climate indices: 

 9-up: maps_{variable}_{period}_SWL{global_warming_value}.{png|pdf}  
 12-up: maps_{variable}_{period}.{png|pdf} 

where {variable} is the variables short name as above, {period} takes values “ANN”, “DJF”, 

“MAM”, “JJA” or “SON”, {time_stat} and {region_stat} take values “mean”, “max” or “min”, 

and {global_warming_value} takes values "15", "20", “25”, "30" or "40" for global warming 

levels GWL15, GWL20, GWL25, GWL30 or GWL40. Details of the methodology for 

mapping input daily time series onto specific global warming levels are described in Appendix 

B. 

Processing over the time dimension (time mean, max or min over the period concerned at each 

grid point, represented by {time_stat}) always happens before processing over the regional 

domain, a point that is important to bear in mind when looking at the results. Note that climate 

indices always involve inherent processing over the time dimension, which occurs before 

regional data reduction, so {time_stat) does not apply in their case. 

All {region_stat} options (mean/max/min) are included in general except for the 

Channel_Islands region, which is sub-gridscale in the models leading to essentially no 

distinction between regional mean, max and min. Only one file, arbitrarily labelled either 

“mean” or “max”, is therefore kept in the time series plot folders in this case. 

If navigating through time series results it is recommended to start with a 10-up format folder 

(either png or pdf depending on what works best in your chosen browser) as that will give a 

broader view. Navigating to the 2-up format folder would then give a closer (zoomed) view of 

specific metrics of interest. 
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With regard to missing input data, CMIP5-13 has more data gaps than RCM09-PPE and 

RCM18-PPE (see Appendix C). As well as model-dependent and variable-dependent gaps in 

CMIP5-13, the number of ensemble members reaching the higher global warming levels tends 

to diminish, as documented in Appendix B.  

 

Interpretation of time series plots 

See example 10-up time series plot (Fig. 1.1): 

 

Figure 1.1: Time series of annual and seasonal mean changes in daily maximum temperature (maximum 

grid point value) for England and Wales comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 
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Results are expressed as ensemble time series, showing all individual ensemble members 

(black lines), ensemble mean/median (red/green lines) and ensemble 25-75 percentile range 

(IQR, light green shading) at annual time resolution over the different projected time range in 

RCM18-PPE (1980-2080 for the RCP8.5 scenario) and RCM09-PPE (1950-2100 for the A1B 

scenario), for different country regions. (CMIP5-13 results are not shown in time series plots 

for simplicity.) The time series are normalised to the respective ensemble means over the 1981-

2000 baseline period and zero-change is shown as the black dashed line. 

For variables and regions for which NCIC observational data are available, differences between 

the RCM18-PPE and RCM09-PPE model ensemble means and the corresponding NCIC data 

for the 1981-2000 baseline period have been computed; these are given in square brackets near 

the top of each panel of the figure. The numbers indicate the offset between the black dashed 

zero-change line and observational estimates of the same quantity, positive values meaning 

that the model ensemble mean overestimates the NCIC mean for the baseline period. NCIC 

observations aren’t available for the whole of Ireland or the Channel Islands and plots don’t 

include NCIC biases if the variables don’t have a counterpart in the NCIC dataset. 

 

Interpretation of box plots 

See example box plot (Fig. 1.2): 

 

Figure 1.2: Autumn (SON) mean precipitation changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales    

(regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and PDF 

 

All results are expressed as box-whiskers for 20-year mean time slices of the given variable at 

GWL20, GWL30 and GWL40 for each ensemble member of RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE, 

plus CMIP5-13 and PDF (if results are available for the given variable). The resulting number 

of ensemble members varies according to warming level as documented in Appendices B and 

C. 

The values plotted are differences with respect to a corresponding 20-year mean over the 1981-

2000 baseline period for each ensemble. Zero-change with respect to the baseline period is the 

black dotted line. Data values close to 10th and 90th percentiles of the data distribution are 

shown by the whiskers (for a large enough sample size), the 25-75% interquartile range (IQR) 

of data values is shown as a shaded box (RCM09-PPE in light blue, RCM18-PPE in pink, 

CMIP5-13 in light green, PDF in grey) and ensemble median value as a black horizontal line 

within the box. Results are plotted left to right in increasing order of global warming level 

(GWL20, GWL30, GWL40) as indicated below the x-axis. The four home countries (England, 

N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales) are plotted left to right in separate panels.  

For variables for which NCIC data are available, differences between the RCM18-PPE, 

RCM09-PPE (and CMIP5-13 if available) ensemble members and corresponding NCIC data 
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for the 1981-2000 baseline period are shown in the first two (or three) box-whiskers at the left-

hand side of each panel (labelled PRES below the x-axis). RCM09-PPE biases are in dark blue, 

RCM18-PPE biases in red, CMIP5-13 biases in dark green (note that PDF biases are omitted 

as they weren’t computed). These left-most boxes, if included, help to judge the range of 

present-day biases in the model ensembles in relation to the climate change signals shown in 

the remainder of the figure. As for the time series plots, positive values indicate that the model 

ensemble members overestimate the NCIC mean for the baseline period. 

Interpretation of map plots 

See example 9-up map plot (Fig. 1.3): 

 

Figure 1.3: Summer (JJA) growing degree day changes at GWL30 (high, median and low responses) 

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

In 9-up map plots, results shown are for 20-year mean time slices of the given variable centred 

on the years where one of the specified global warming levels (GWL15, ..., GWL40) is reached. 

A given file shows results for one warming level (e.g. GWL30), one time period (ANN, DJF, 

MAM, JJA or SON) and either the mean/max or min over the time period for the basic variables 

(e.g. tas and pr). The three ensembles RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 go from left 

to right (note that the PDF response can’t be represented in map plots). From top to bottom, a 
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high response, median response and low response within each ensemble at each grid point are 

shown. The median response is simply the median value at that grid point within the available 

ensemble. High and low responses are the fitted 90th and 10th percentiles of a frequency 

distribution defined by the set of N ranked data values at each grid point if the ensemble size 

is 7 or more (where sample x represents percentile (x-1)*100/N; cf. Murphy et al. 2018 Fig 

5.4a), or the maximum and minimum values within the data values for an ensemble size of 6 

or less. As for box plots, the number of ensemble members available varies according to the 

warming level. 

See example 12-up map plot (Fig. 1.4): 

 

Figure 1.4: Autumn (SON) Maximum Consecutive Dry Days median responses at GWL15, GWL20, 

GWL30 and GWL40, comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

In 12-up map plots, results shown are the median values only, at four different global warming 

levels GWL15, GWL20, GWL30 and GWL40, running from bottom to top. Each file shows 

results for one time period (ANN, DJF, MAM, JJA, SON), and either mean, max or min over 

the time period for the basic variables such as tas and pr. The three ensembles RCM09-PPE, 

RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 again go from left to right. This style of plot is useful for gaining 
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an overall comparative view of responses across GWLs but in this report we mostly show 9-

up map plots at a single GWL in preference as they reveal more about the ranges of response. 

In both 9-up and 12-up map plots, the values plotted are differences with respect to a 

corresponding 20-year mean over the 1981-2000 baseline period in the same manner as for the 

box plots. 

 

1.4 Caveats to the analysis 

 

The following caveats are noted in conjunction with the assessment of results of this analysis: 

i. As previously mentioned, both UKCP09 and UKCP18 include significant strands within 
their experimental designs besides the RCM-PPE components that are the subject of 
this report. Those other strands are not necessarily encompassed in a given result. 

ii. Uncertainty due to climate model structural uncertainty is not explored in the RCM09-
PPE or RCM18-PPE results on their own as they are both based on a single model. This 
is mitigated by including results from the CMIP5-13 ensemble in some of the plots, 
which samples model structural dimension to some extent, but it should be 
recognised that CMIP5-13 models are of a much coarser spatial resolution than either 
RCM09-PPE or RCM18-PPE so they may not be expected to capture physical responses 
that depend critically on resolving orography and other spatial detail over the UK, such 
as orographic enhancement of precipitation or urban heat island effects. 

iii. The ranges of time-dependent global and regional climate warming  differ between 
the RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE, partly because each ensemble samples different 
ranges of climate response (per unit of global warming), and also because the two 
ensembles are forced by different scenarios. These factors affect the simulated 
response significantly when framed in terms of a time horizon as in time series analysis 
plots. This issue is mitigated by presenting analysis (box plots) framed in terms of 
specified GWLs in addition to the time series that are framed by time horizon. 

iv. No bias correction is applied to any input data; for any given variable, regional biases 
in the present day representation may influence the modelled future trends (e.g. for 
temperature-related indices that involve passing a fixed temperature threshold). This 
effect adds some uncertainty to the conclusions which is not explicitly assessed, i.e. 
results are presented and interpreted mostly at face value although, where possible, 
regional mean biases over the present day baseline period (1981-2000) are presented 
in the plots to inform interpretation of the results as they relate to future changes. 

v. In determining the year ranges for time slices of data corresponding to a given global 
warming level (for example GWL20), a 20-year running mean was used to smooth the 
annual global mean warmings in the GCM run (i.e. the global model run corresponding 
to the RCM run in the case of RCM18-PPE and RCM09-PPE, or the GCM run itself in 
the case of CMIP5-13 runs) and 20-year data time slices were extracted centred on 
the year of first exceeding the threshold warming value. This method differs slightly 
from the method used for the “Derived Projections” products of UKCP18 (Gohar et al., 
2018), which used 25-year as opposed to 20-year periods. This slight difference in 
methodology is not thought to affect results significantly but should be borne in mind 
if comparing the current analysis with UKCP18 Derived Projections products. 

vi. This analysis doesn’t attempt to infer a complete chain between model results and 
differences in implied impacts/climate risks. Impacts/risks questions are a matter for 
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further inference, based on expert judgement and synthesis of these results with 
other analysis. Such additional investigation might, for example, be based more 
directly on impact model studies driven with the UKCP18 results (RCM18-PPE or other 
components), or on previous or current studies using alternative climate projections 
not included in UKCP18. 

vii. The large total number of variables, regions, time and spatial processing options 
covered in the supporting graphical plots means that this report cannot possibly 
describe all combinations. It gives only a selective view, slanted towards regional 
means and time mean response of the basic model variables, rather than trying to 
cover all statistical combinations involving regional or time maxima/minima. 

viii. Similarly, this report represents a somewhat subjective view, strongly influenced by 
what appeared to be the most striking or significant differences in RCM18-PPE 
compared to RCM09-PPE, taking CMIP5-13 results into account where possible. 

ix. Caution should be exercised in interpreting graphics that relate to extreme daily 
precipitation at the grid point scale and related variables (specifically regional maxima 
of pr, ecarx1day, ecarx5day, ecasdii10 and ecasdii20) because unphysically strong grid 
point storms are known to form occasionally in RCM18-PPE (Kendon et al. 2019). 
Sometimes the convection parameterisation is unable to remove enough convective 
instability in a time step and the model has to represent a storm on a grid square that 
is too vigorous to be physically realistic. The time series graphics that are thought to 
be influenced most strongly by this issue are annotated accordingly but the issue may 
also affect corresponding box plots (to a lesser degree due to 20-year averaging).  

 

Despite the above caveats, this report aims to provide an overview of potentially significant 

differences between RCM18-PPE and RCM09-PPE results in context with broader modelling 

uncertainty, to enable experts in specific impacts areas to “zoom in” on relevant graphics for 

variables that might warrant closer examination with regard to specific questions of interest. 

 

 

 

2. Response of basic model variables 

 

In this section we examine responses of metrics derived from the 13 basic variables that are 

output as daily data fields from the respective models. We present mainly (but not exclusively) 

annual or seasonal mean regional mean responses here, but other metrics pertaining to time 

maxima/minima over given periods and/or regional maxima/minima are also available in the 

supporting graphics. 
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Annual mean temperature and winter/summer mean precipitation 

 

Fig 2.1 shows changes with respect to the present-day baseline in UK mean annual mean 

surface air temperature. The ensemble mean of model minus NCIC data for the present-day 

baseline period in brackets indicate the presence of small mean cold biases for this metric in 

both cases. It is apparent that RCM18-PPE warms more rapidly than its RCM09-PPE 

counterpart during the 21st century. This is attributable to two factors: higher radiative forcing 

associated with the RCP8.5 scenario relative to the A1B scenario, and different ranges of 

climate feedback sampled in the two ensembles. For example, the global PPE simulations that 

drove the RCM09-PPE sampled a relatively broad range of feedbacks, comparable with that of 

a typical multi-model ensemble (e.g. CMIP5; Collins et al., 2013), whereas the range of 

feedbacks in the global simulations driving the RCM18-PPE was relatively narrow and centred 

around a relatively high average value (Murphy et al. 2018).  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Time series of annual mean changes in surface air temperature for the UK (regional mean) 

comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 

 

Reframing results in terms of temperature changes conditioned on specified global warming 
levels reveals a different picture (Fig 2.2). For 20-year time slices centred on GWL20, GWL30 
and GWL40, RCM18-PPE exhibits relatively lower warming than RCM09-PPE over all UK 
countries (England N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales). RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE tend to lie at 
the high end of the CMIP5-13 range for this metric, an effect that cannot be attributed to high 
global climate response in the GC3.05-PPE of global simulations run for UKCP18. At GWL40, 
RCM18-PPE shows a broader range of changes than RCM09-PPE, despite showing a slightly 
narrower spread beyond 2050 in its time series of future changes (see Fig 2.1 above). This is 
probably because the plume of changes in Fig. 2.1 reflects the effects of uncertainties both in 
global mean warming (in which the RCM09-PPE samples a wider range compared to RCM18-
PPE), and in the regional pattern of response per unit global warming (for which Fig 2.2 
suggests that the RCM18-PPE samples a somewhat wider spread).  
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Figure 2.2: Annual mean surface air temperature changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales 

(regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and PDF 

 

The UK regional picture for annual mean warming (see Fig. 2.3, corresponding to GWL30) 

reinforces this ordering of higher to lower warming from left to right, for each of the high, 

median and low elements of the respective ensembles. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Annual mean surface air temperature changes at GWL30 (high, median and low responses) 

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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Some interesting features are apparent in the seasonality underlying the annual mean warming 

response (see Fig. 2.4) At a given level of global warming, there is more marked seasonality in 

the UK warming signal in RCM18-PPE (with a marked minimum in spring) than is the case in 

RCM09-PPE. The ensemble range in RCM18-PPE generally lies within the CMIP5-13 range 

apart from being at the warm end for autumn and, to a lesser extent, summer. However, the 

UKCP09 ensemble range lies towards and in some cases beyond the warm end of the CMIP5-

13 range in all seasons apart from summer. PDF encompasses most of the other results in its 

IQR apart from RCP09-PPE being high in spring and both RCP09-PPE and RCP18-PPE both 

being a little higher, though still within PDF’s range (whiskers).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Winter, spring, summer and autumn mean surface air temperature changes for England, N. 

Ireland, Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and 

PDF 
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The picture described above is consistent with Murphy et al. 2018 Fig. 5.1, which compares 

national responses for winter and summer normalised by global mean warming, in that case 

regressing against global mean warming throughout the 21st century rather than using 

differences of 20-year time slices; most RCM18-PPE members lie towards or beyond the upper 

end of the CMIP5-13 range of temperature response in summer, but not in winter. 

RCM09-PPE is fairly clearly the outlier in spring relative to RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13, 

having a higher mean warming for the high, median and low responses within the ensemble – 

see Fig. 2.5 (for GWL40). This is probably due, at least partly, to the large local snow albedo 

feedback found in the HadCM3 global model PPE runs that drove the RCM09-PPE (see 

discussion of Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 in Murphy et al., 2009). 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Spring mean surface air temperature changes at GWL40 (high, median and low responses) 

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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Daily maximum and minimum temperature 

 

At all global warming levels, annual mean daily minimum temperature (tasmin) in the RCM18-

PPE warms less than in the RCM09-PPE, while the daily maximum (tasmax) warms by a 

similar amount in both (see Fig. 2.6). Daily maximum temperature warms more than the daily 

minimum at a given global mean warming level in RCM18-PPE, whereas in RCM09-PPE both 

warm by a similar amount in the annual mean. The annual mean diurnal temperature range 

therefore increases slightly in RCM18-PPE as a consequence of future warming, while it 

doesn’t change markedly in RCM09-PPE. RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE responses for tasmin 

and tasmax generally fall within the range of the CMIP5-13 ensemble for all warming levels, 

but lie towards the higher end of the CMIP5-13 range in all cases, consistent with the previous 

discussion of daily mean temperature.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Annual mean daily max and min surface air temperature changes for England, N. Ireland, 

Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and PDF 

 

Underlying the annual mean response are quite sizeable seasonal variations in the warming 

responses of daily minimum and daily maximum temperature in RCM18-PPE, but much less 

so in RCM09-PPE. The result (see Fig. 2.7) is that the daily maximum temperature warming 

response is noticeably higher in RCM09-PPE than RCM18-PPE in winter (especially in 

Scotland – see also the regional pattern of response at GWL30 in Fig. 2.8) but noticeably lower 

in RCM09-PPE than RCM18-PPE in summer. 
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Figure 2.7: Winter and summer mean daily max surface air temperature changes for England, N. 

Ireland, Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and 

PDF 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Winter mean daily maximum surface air temperature changes at GWL30                                     

(high, median and low responses) comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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The CMIP5-13 results are slightly more consistent with RCM18-PPE than RCM09-PPE in 

winter but more consistent with RCM09-PPE in summer. For daily minimum temperature, 

RCM09-PPE exhibits a markedly higher warming than RCM18-PPE in spring but the two 

ensembles give more similar responses in autumn (see graphics below). CMIP5-13 results are 

more consistent with RCM18-PPE than RCM09-PPE in spring and also slightly more 

consistent with RCM18-PPE in autumn. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Spring and autumn mean daily min surface air temperature changes for England, N. Ireland, 

Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and PDF 

 

Mean winter and summer precipitation 

 

UK regional mean precipitation exhibits a stronger future increase in winter and stronger 
decrease in summer in RCM18-PPE than RCM09-PPE. Both ensembles can be summarised as 
projecting "wetter winters and drier summers" but RCM18-PPE has a more pronounced signal 
in the time series of projected changes (Fig. 2.10). The future trends are smaller in other 
seasons, with generally more similar behaviour between RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE. There’s 
some indication of higher intra-ensemble spread (which is characteristic of the combined 
effect of interannual natural variability plus the effects of parameter perturbations on the 
long-term climate response) in RCM18-PPE winter mean rainfall (Fig. 2.10, top), but not in 
summer mean rainfall. 
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Figure 2.10: Time series of winter and summer mean changes in precipitation for the UK (regional mean) 

comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 

 

 

In the global warming level framework (Fig. 2.11), some regional variation is apparent in that 

N. Ireland and (to a lesser extent) Scotland have generally lower signals for wetter winters in 

RCM18-PPE than RCM09-PPE, whereas for England and Wales the signals are the other way 

around. In summer, RCM18-PPE generally shows stronger drying signals than RCM09-PPE 

in all regions, notably so at GWL40. The range of winter mean responses in RCM09-PPE and 

RCM18-PPE are broadly consistent with the CMIP5-13 ensemble range but the summer drying 

signals in RCM18-PPE at GWL30 and GWL40 exceed the low bound of the CMIP5-13 range 

(apart from over Scotland). Overall, these results point towards the potential, based on RCM18-

PPE projections, for impacts from summer drying that are outside the bounds (i.e. potentially 

more severe) than in previous assessments based on RCM09-PPE and CMIP5-13 results. 

However, PDF gives the broadest range for regional mean responses, generally encompassing 

the combined ranges of RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 and including the 

possibility of strong summer drying (see graphic below; cf. Murphy et al. 2018, Fig. 2.7).   
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Figure 2.11: Winter and summer mean precipitation changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and 

Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and PDF 

 

Regional patterns of the winter and summer mean precipitation responses are also of interest 

(see Fig. 2.12, for GWL30). The general (ensemble median) tendencies towards winter wetting 

and summer drying are clearly apparent but RCM18-PPE shows more potential for winter 

drying (especially in N. Ireland and Scotland) than do RCM09-PPE and CMIP5-13.    
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Figure 2.12: Winter (top) and summer (bottom) mean precipitation changes at GWL30                                     

(high, median and low responses) comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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Other variables 

 

The remaining basic meteorological variables discussed in this section have no counterpart in 

the NCIC data so no measure of present-day model fidelity is included for these metrics.   

 

Sea level pressure 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Winter and summer mean sea level pressure changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and 

Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and PDF 

 

Changes in winter and summer mean sea level pressure at the country scale (see Fig. 2.13) 

indicate some differences between RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE but both are generally 

within the CMIP5-13 range. RCM18-PPE shows a tendency towards somewhat higher summer 

mean pressure, in contrast to RCM09-PPE (little tendency), but the signal is modest (of order 

1 hPa). 

 

 

Figure 2.14: Summer minimum mean sea level pressure changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and 

Wales (regional minima), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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However, the intensity of the deepest summer lows over all four regions decreases in RCM18-

PPE with global warming (a positive change in the lowest pressure of several hPa), diverging 

from RCM09-PPE and placing it towards the upper end of the CMIP5-13 range (see Fig. 2.14). 

This may be related to projected increases in the summer North Atlantic Oscillation (SNAO) 

index in RCM18-PPE’s driving global model runs (see Fig. 5.5 of Murphy et al. 2018). There 

is little change in this metric in RCM09-PPE, placing it towards the low end of the CMIP5-13 

range. 

 

 

Figure 2.15: Summer minimum mean sea level pressure changes at GWL40 (high, median and low 

responses)   comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

The regional pattern of this change in the intensity of the deepest summer low pressure is also 

instructive (see Fig. 2.15), indicating a NW to SE gradient across the country in RCM18-PPE 

(highest response in NW Scotland) that may be consistent with a systematic reduction in the 

intensity of the storm track or increase in the SNAO index in the driving global model runs. 
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Near surface 10m winds 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.16: Winter, spring, summer and autumn mean 10m wind speed changes for England, N. Ireland, 

Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

For 10m windspeed (see Fig. 2.16) the most pronounced difference between RCM09-PPE and 

RCM18-PPE is in winter, RCM18-PPE exhibiting a higher response at GWL40, at the high 

end of CMIP5-13. There are signals for a small but significant weakening of the mean 

windspeed in spring, summer and autumn in both RCM18-PPE and RCM09-PPE that are 

broadly covered by the range of CMIP5-13, although RCM18-PPE produces a larger reduction 

in summer over N. Ireland and Wales at the low response end of its range. 
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Murphy et al. (2018) discuss changes in mean windspeed in RCM18-PPE driving global model 

runs in the context of storm track changes and frequency of specific weather types (see their 

Figs 5.9, 5.10 and accompanying text). That analysis is framed with respect to time horizon 

(response during the coming century) rather than at specific GWLs, and mainly considers the 

global model ensemble (GC3.05-PPE) rather than RCM18-PPE in comparison with CMIP5-

13 results. For England and Scotland their conclusion of gradual reductions in ensemble-mean 

wind speed in summer are consistent with the box plot results for RCM18-PPE (Fig. 2.16). 

However, their reported ensemble-mean shift in winter for the GC3.05-PPE to increased wind 

speed in Scotland and England is not replicated for RCM18-PPE at GWL30 and GWL40, so 

for this aspect there is a difference in the higher resolution regional climate model. 

There is a marked contrast between winter and summer changes in winter and summer 

maximum 10m windspeed for RCM18-PPE (see Fig. 2.17). While RCM09-PPE and CMIP5-

13 generally show fairly modest signals in terms of the median response, RCM18-PPE shows 

a sizeable increase in the winter maximum (largest for England and Wales, around 0.75 m/s at 

GWL30 and GWL40) but a decrease in the summer maximum, of a similar magnitude. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.17: Winter and summer maximum 10m wind speed changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland 

and Wales (regional maxima), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

It is not straightforward to resolve these changes in time mean 10m windspeed into separate 

responses of eastward and northward wind components, but the winter maximum 10m 

windspeed response illustrated above for RCM18-PPE compared to the other ensembles 

appears to correlate more closely with increases in the maximum eastward wind component 

(see Fig. 2.18) than with changes in the northward wind component (not shown). 
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Figure 2.18: Winter maximum eastward component of wind changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland 

and Wales (regional maxima), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

Further explanation for the mechanism underlying this difference requires more detailed 

analysis but the regional distribution points towards westward-facing coasts of the UK 

mainland having the highest increase in winter maximum eastward wind in RCM18-PPE (see 

Fig. 2.19, for GWL40), while for northward wind changes no such clear regional signal is 

apparent to distinguish RCM18-PPE from RCM09-PPE and CMIP5-13 (not shown). 

 

 

Figure 2.19: Winter maximum eastward wind component changes at GWL40                                                    

(high, median and low responses) comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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Clouds and radiation 

 

There is a clear signal of decreasing total cloud amount in RCM18-PPE with global warming, 

outside of the range of both the RCM09-PPE and CMIP5-13 ensembles (see Fig. 2.20). The 

largest decreases are in summer (up to 15% reduction at GWL40), with much more modest 

(but still significant) reductions in winter. RCM09-PPE is generally much more consistent with 

CMIP5-13 (small reductions in summer, little change in winter), except possibly for Wales in 

winter at high warming levels. PDF results mostly capture the ranges of the other ensembles in 

summer, with a similar median response to RCM18-PPE. In winter, the RCM18-PPE response 

is markedly more negative than the others (including PDF), particularly for England.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.20: Winter and summer mean total cloud amount changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and 

Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and PDF 

 

The reductions in cloud simulated by the RCM18-PPE are consistent with strong positive cloud 

feedbacks simulated by the driving global GC3.05-PPE simulations (see Figure 3.21 of Murphy 

et al., 2018), which occur in most non-polar regions of the globe, including over the UK.  The 

parameterisation of large-scale cloud in the RCM18-PPE simulations is different from that used 

in the RCM09-PPE simulations. In a closely-related configuration of the global atmospheric 

model used in the RCM18-PPE and its driving global simulations, Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2019) 

find that the strong, positive cloud radiative feedback is related to the introduction of new 

representations of atmospheric aerosols and effects of sub-grid scale turbulence in the 

production of supercooled liquid water and mixed-phase clouds. However, this is only one of 

a number of potential causes of the differences in the UK response between the two ensembles, 

which may depend on additional drivers of regional change in circulation and the hydrological 

cycle. More work is needed to investigate the mechanisms of this response in RCM18-PPE. 

The pattern of summer changes in total cloud amount show a clear North-South gradient with 

maximum reductions in S England (see Fig. 2.21, for GWL30). We note that the amplification 
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of the signal in the south (most easily discerned in the low response in this example) correlates 

broadly with the pattern of annual mean surface temperature response at a similar warming 

level shown earlier. 

 

 

Figure 2.21: Summer total cloud amount changes at GWL30 (high, median and low responses)           

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

Corresponding to the reductions in cloud, surface shortwave radiation increases markedly in 

RCM18-PPE, especially in summer, whereas there are much more modest changes in RCM09-

PPE – i.e. little change in winter, some decrease in summer (see Fig. 2.22). These increases are 

largest in summer (up to a few tens of W/m2 over England and Wales at GWL30 and GWL40), 

putting them well outside of the range of the RCM09-PPE ensemble. While CMIP5-13 surface 

radiation data aren’t included in this analysis, based on the changes in cloud amount it seems 

likely that RCM18-PPE would lie outside the CMIP5-13 ensemble too. Taking PDF results 

into account, RCP18-PPE is clearly the outlier of the three. 
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Figure 2.22: Winter and summer mean surface net shortwave radiation changes for England, N. Ireland, 

Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and PDF 

 

Changes in surface longwave radiation (see Fig. 2.23) exhibit corresponding signals for 

enhanced surface cooling in RCM18-PPE (both summer and winter) generally outside the 

range of RCM09-PPE (no CMIP5-13 data are available). Winter signals are of opposite sign 

between RCM09-PPE (modest surface warming) and RCM18-PPE (surface cooling). RCP09-

PPE results are consistent with the IQR of PDF results but RCP18-PPE generally remains the 

outlier, especially in winter. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.23: Winter and summer mean surface net longwave radiation changes for England, N. Ireland, 

Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and PDF 
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The RCM18-PPE and RCM09-PPE simulations, along with CMIP5-13 and PDF, all provide 

plausible realisations of future cloud and radiation changes that should be considered together. 

However, it is noteworthy that the RCM18-PPE results point towards additional potential for 

electricity generation from solar power in future, relative to what the RCM09-PPE and PDF 

results would suggest. 

 

Surface specific and relative humidity 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.24: Winter and summer mean specific humidity changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and 

Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE, CMIP5-13 and PDF 

 

Surface specific humidity generally increases faster in RCM09-PPE than RCM18-PPE in both 

summer and winter (particularly winter) – see Fig. 2.24. CMIP5-13 is generally somewhere in 

the middle in winter (closer to RCM18-PPE) and its IQR overlaps with both RCM09-PPE and 

RCM18-PPE in summer. The PDF response comfortably encompasses the other ensembles. 

Regional variations in summer (see Fig. 2.25, for GWL25), indicate a broad scale increase in 

mean humidity with a North-South gradient (the minimum percentage increase in Southern 

England) apparent in both RCP09-PPE and RCP18-PPE. In winter (not shown) the 

corresponding increases are flatter, i.e. lacking the North-South gradient in summer.  
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Figure 2.25: Summer surface specific humidity changes at GWL25 (high, median and low responses)           

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

For relative humidity, in winter RCM09-PPE has a different signal in N. Ireland than the other 

countries but otherwise tends to dry only slightly, whereas RCM18-PPE dries more. Both dry 

considerably more in summer than winter (RCM18-PPE the most). Note that no CMIP5-13 or 

PDF data are available for comparison with this metric. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.26: Winter and summer mean relative humidity changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and 

Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 
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3. Response of climate indices 

 

The remainder of this report examines the responses of climate index metrics derived from 

daily temperature and precipitation. Corresponding NCIC results are generally available for 

the present-day baseline period for these metrics (except in regions not covered by the NCIC 

dataset). CMIP5-13 results are available for most, but not all of the metrics. PDF results are 

not available for any of these metrics, however, due to their reliance on daily data inputs. We 

firstly examine temperature-related metrics and secondly precipitation-related (i.e. water-

related) metrics. 

 

 

3.1 Temperature-related climate indices 

 

Winter is the most interesting season for extreme temperature range (the extreme daily 

maximum minus extreme daily minimum temperature in a given period) in that the regional 

mean reduces in RCM18-PPE much more markedly than in RCM09-PPE or CMIP5-13 over 

all regions (see Fig. 3.1). At GWL30 and GWL40 the reduction is greater than 5 °C over 

Scotland for more than half of the ensemble. However, it is noteworthy that there tends to be a 

large (positive) bias in RCM18-PPE at present day, the climate change signals being of a 

similar magnitude to this bias but of opposite sign. RCM09-PPE has more modest, mostly 

negative, present day biases. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Winter extreme temperature range changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales  

(regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

While the enhanced extreme temperature range reductions in RCM18-PPE are geographically 

widespread, the effect is accentuated over the central spine of the UK and high ground in Wales 

(see Fig. 3.2, for GWL20). 

RCM18-PPE, despite having a similar upward trend for this metric to RCM09-PPE, does not 

exhibit such high peaks for individual runs in the time series of summer maximum extreme 

temperature range (see Fig. 3.3), indicating that RCM09-PPE has a longer (positive) tail than 

RCM18-PPE for the ensemble distribution of changes. 
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Figure 3.2: Winter extreme temperature range changes at GWL20 (high, median and low responses)           

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Time series of summer changes in extreme temperature range for the UK (regional max) 

comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 
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Cold weather metrics 

Ice days are only a significant factor in winter and spring seasons in the present day and 

decrease steadily in future in RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE ensembles (see Fig. 3.4), 

bottoming out (towards zero) in the ensemble means above GWL30. Ice days are most 

prevalent in Scotland as might be expected, and the change in the number of ice days is hence 

largest in Scotland. Results are consistent with the findings of Hanlon et al. (2020) for RCM18-

PPE in indicating that severe cold weather impacts associated with ice days are expected to 

decline significantly with global warming. Similar outcomes are expected from RCM09-PPE 

and RCM18-PPE projections, but the CMIP5-13 ensemble indicates future changes that are 

generally smaller than RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Winter ice days index changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales (regional means), 

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Annual number of ice days changes at GWL20 (high, median and low responses)              

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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There are significant variations in present-day mean biases from region to region. They also 

differ quite markedly between RCM18-PPE and RCM09-PPE, being somewhat larger in 

magnitude in RCM18-PPE in general (e.g. an overestimate in winter-spring for the UK-mean; 

not shown). However, the magnitude and patterns of change in annual ice days are pretty 

consistent between RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE (see Fig. 3.5), picking out the high terrain 

of Scotland and N. England. Most of the reductions in icing days occur up to GWL30 with 

little further reduction from GWL30 to GWL40. 

RCM18-PPE produces higher annual peaks in individual ensemble runs and years than 

RCM09-PPE over Scotland and N. Ireland, up to the middle of the 21st century (see Fig. 3.6). 

In a few individual years, RCM18-PPE ensemble members produce much larger total ice days 

than RCM09-PPE, of up to a few tens of days more than the present day baseline. This tendency 

dwindles away beyond mid-century. 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Time series of annual changes in ice days for Scotland (regional mean)                                

comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 

 

Frost days occur predominantly in winter (Fig. 3.7) but have a higher incidence in spring and 

autumn (not shown) than is the case for ice days. They are essentially negligible in summer. 

As would be expected given the warming scenarios, major reductions occur in future in seasons 

when they occur in the present day, consistent with the findings of Hanlon et al. (2020). The 

main difference between RCM18-PPE and RCM09-PPE is that the number of frost days in 

winter at given global warming levels decreases to a lesser extent in the RCM18-PPE. Both 

RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE exhibit a greater reduction in ensemble median frost days than 

the CMIP5-13 ensemble. However, almost all of the RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE results lie 

within the CMIP5-13 ensemble range. 
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Figure 3.7: Winter frost days index changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales (regional 

means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

The regional changes in winter frost days (Fig. 3.8, for GWL30) illustrate different magnitudes 

but generally consistent patterns for the three ensembles. 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Winter number of frost days changes at GWL30 (high, median and low responses)              

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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For maximum consecutive frost days, there is a closer similarity between the projected 

reductions in the RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE ensembles in winter, as the climate warms 

(Fig. 3.9). Again, the reductions tend to lie towards the lower end of the CMIP5-13 range but 

mostly within it. 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Winter maximum consecutive frost days index changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and 

Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

Differences between the regional patterns of present day temperature biases in RCM09-PPE, 

RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 runs are likely to have a noticeable impact on the behaviour of 

temperature threshold metrics such as ice days and frost days. The simple measure of present 

day bias included in the graphics above doesn’t elucidate such impacts, so a measure of caution 

is necessary in interpreting these results. The fact that the CMIP5-13 bias for frost days is 

considerably larger than either RCM09-PPE or RCM18-PPE (and more negatively skewed) 

may be in part due to the lower resolution of CMIP5-13 models giving less realistic 

representations of orographic height detail over the UK compared to the RCMs.  

RCM18-PPE and RCM09-PPE both show declines in regional mean heating degree days in all 

seasons, which continue steadily in winter, spring and autumn but in summer start to plateau 

(towards zero) towards the end of the time series over the more southerly regions of the UK 

(see Fig. 3.10, for England and Wales). The RCM18-PPE, RCM09-PPE and CMIP5-13 

ensembles all indicate large annual reductions roughly proportional to global mean warming 

(see Fig 3.11) and of similar magnitude in all regions. For the ensemble medians, RCM09-PPE 

has the most rapid rate of decrease and CMIP5-13 the least rapid, with RCM18-PPE 

intermediate between the two but closer to RCM09-PPE. RCM18-PPE has a larger ensemble 

range than RCM09-PPE for this metric, but RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE ranges lie within 

the CMIP5-13 ensemble range in most instances. 

Regional patterns of the annual response of heating degree days at SWL20 are illustrated in 

Fig. 3.12. 
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Figure 3.10: Time series of annual and seasonal changes in heating degree days for England and Wales 

(regional mean) comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 
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Figure 3.11: Annual heating degree day changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales (regional 

means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Annual heating degree days changes at GWL20 (high, median and low responses)              

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

Warm/hot weather metrics 

 

Growing degree days increase with global warming in a fairly consistent way across the three 

ensembles, annual mean values showing a near linear relationship with the warming level (see 

Fig. 3.13). The annual mean is RCM09-PPE indicates the highest ensemble median responses 

in most cases with RCM18-PPE slightly higher than CMIP5-13, but for the most part the 

CMIP5-13 range encompasses the RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE ensemble ranges. RCM18-

PPE tends to exhibit a somewhat larger ensemble range than RCM09-PPE in most instances, 

consistent with the results for national average temperature changes shown earlier. 
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Figure 3.13: Annual growing degree day changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales (regional 

means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Time series of annual and seasonal changes in growing degree days for N. Ireland            

(regional mean) comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 
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Although peaked in summer and autumn, significant increases in growing degree days occur 

in all four seasons of the year (see Fig. 3.14, for N. Ireland). The responses are similar in 

character in the RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE. 

In RCM09-PPE, increases in spring (see Fig. 3.15, and associated regional changes at GWL40 

in Fig. 3.16) as well as winter are noticeably higher than in RCM18-PPE or CMIP5-13 for 

global warming above GWL30, lying mostly above the upper end of CMIP5-13 ensemble 

range at GWL40, whereas the responses in the three ensembles agree more closely for summer 

and autumn (not shown).  

 

 

Figure 3.15: Spring growing degree day changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales                

(regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

 

Figure 3.16: Spring growing degree days changes at GWL40 (high, median and low responses)              

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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Changes in cooling degree days, in contrast to growing degree days, are very strongly peaked 

in summer, as expected. Regional mean changes in summer (Fig. 3.17) show a broad positive-

definite range for each of the ensembles with an ensemble median response as a function of 

global warming that is less linear than for growing degree days (reflecting the comparatively 

higher temperature threshold of 22 °C that means the metric is triggered more widely only 

above a certain level of warming). The magnitude of the response is considerably larger for 

England and Wales than for Northern Ireland and Scotland. 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Summer cooling degree day changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales                

(regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

Whereas RCM09-PPE exhibits (for England) a markedly stronger set of regional mean 

responses than RCM18-PPE, for the regional maximum response the situation is different, in 

that the responses at GWL20 and GWL30 are now much more similar while at GWL40 the 

RCM18-PPE response overtakes RCM09-PPE (see Fig. 3.18). Despite the systematic 

differences between RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE behaviours, both are generally 

encompassed by the rather broad CMIP5-13 ensemble range. 

 

 

Figure 3.18: Summer cooling degree day changes for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales                

(regional maxima), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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Regional variations in the changes in cooling degree days (see Fig. 3.19) point towards a more 

rapidly growing signal of an urban heat island effect in RCM18-PPE, particularly over the 

London area. Note that the regional model simulations in RCM09-PPE use a “tiled” 

representation of the land surface that accounts for sub-grid scale heterogeneity, and includes 

a specific urban tile, whereas the RCM09-PPE simulations use a single tile based on average 

land surface conditions for each grid box, and hence lack an explicit representation of urban 

properties. Note also that the convection-permitting ensemble of 2.2km UK simulations in 

UKCP18 (Kendon et al. 2019), not analysed in this report, uses a more sophisticated 

representation of urban properties compared to the RCM18-PPE, with an additional tile to 

account for the building morphologies of different cities. Readers interested in investigating 

future climate change in urban conurbations are therefore encouraged also to consider the 

2.2km projections. 

 

 

Figure 3.19: Summer cooling degree days changes at GWL40 (high, median and low responses)              

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

The response for the summer days index (i.e. the number of days in which daily maximum 

temperature exceeds 25°C) is, not surprisingly, predominantly in summer with relatively 

smaller increases in autumn and spring but no response in winter. RCM18-PPE is generally 

biased low at present day for UK-mean summer days (about 3 days below the NCIC observed 

value) but the RCM18-PPE ensemble exhibits a stronger future upwards trend than the 

RCM09-PPE ensemble, increasing by around 30 days by 2080 while RCM09-PPE only 
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increases by about 25 days by 2100 in terms of the UK-mean ensemble mean (see upper part 

of Fig. 3.20). This difference can be partly attributed to forcing scenario and climate sensitivity 

differences. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.20: Time series of summer changes in summer days index for the UK (regional mean and max) 

comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 

 

 

However, for the UK regional maximum summer days (in summer; see lower part of Fig. 3.20), 

there is an essentially linear upwards trend in RCM18-PPE starting from present day and 

continuing through the whole of the simulated time range, in contrast to RCM09-PPE for which 

the increase is slower to initiate and smaller in magnitude. This near-linear response for UK 

maximum summer days seems to be a feature predominantly in England.  
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Figure 3.21: Summer changes in summer days and maximum consecutive summer days indices for 

England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and 

CMIP5-13 

 

Changes in the summer days index and maximum consecutive summer days index for given 

global warming levels are fairly similar in character for the RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE (see 

Fig. 3.21) but the higher median response of RCM18-PPE is again apparent, particularly for 

England and Wales, which is consistent with Hanlon et al. (2020). Both RCM09-PPE and 

RCM18-PPE results lie within the CMIP5-13 ensemble range for Northern Ireland, Scotland 

and Wales, but for England the RCM18-PPE changes are at the high end of CMIP5-13. 

Allowing for the present-day baseline value, RCM18-PPE shows an increase up to a total of 

around 40 summer days in England on average (i.e. an occurrence frequency of around 45% in 

the summer season) at GWL40. The urban heat island effect noted previously means that local 

regions, such as the London area and some other conurbations, exhibit considerably higher 

values than the England mean. The amplified response of RCM18-PPE over RCM09-PPE in 

summer also extends into autumn at GWL40 (see Fig. 3.22). 

 

 

Figure 3.22: Autumn changes in summer days index for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales                

(regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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As well as there being a higher mean response for changes in summer days in England than 

other countries, in autumn there’s an eastward shift in the maximum response from central 

Southern England in RCM09-PPE towards SE England and East Anglia in RCM18-PPE, while 

the CMIP5-13 pattern (less well defined) more closely resembles RCM18-PPE (see Fig. 3.23 

for the autumn responses at GWL30). The respective RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE patterns 

are more similar in summer (resembling the RCM18-PPE autumn pattern). 

 

 

Figure 3.23: Autumn maximum consecutive summer days index changes at GWL30                                         

(high, median and low responses) comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

For the tropical nights index (instances of daily minimum temperature >20°C), the impacts are 

again predominantly focussed on summer. To some extent, changes in tropical nights mirror 

the characteristics of the summer days index in that regional mean changes are higher in 

RCM09-PPE than RCM18-PPE, however both generally lie within the (relatively wide) 

CMIP5-13 ensemble range. There is a considerably stronger contrast in the regional mean 

response across the UK countries than for summer days. England is again the centre of action, 

Wales showing about half the response of England and the other countries much less again (see 

Fig. 3.24). 
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Figure 3.24: Summer changes in tropical nights index for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales                

(regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

As for the summer nights index, London is a highly favoured region for increases in tropical 

nights in RCM18-PPE, the urban heat island effect being evident from the regional response 

picking out urban conurbations (including Birmingham and Manchester as well as London) 

even at a modest warming level of GWL15 (see Fig. 3.25). The regional maximum response 

for England is consistently higher in RCM18-PPE than RCM09-PPE, although it lies within 

the CMIP5-13 ensemble range. 

 

 

Figure 3.25: Summer number of tropical nights changes at GWL15 (high, median and low responses) 

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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A final point is that while instances of tropical nights in autumn are essentially negligible in 

the present day, a significant signal emerges in England in autumn (see lower part of Fig. 3.26). 

This tendency appears to be slightly more pronounced in RCM18-PPE than RCM09-PPE, but 

even more so in the CMIP5-13 ensemble. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.26: Summer and autumn changes in tropical nights index for England, N. Ireland, Scotland and 

Wales (regional maxima), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

 

3.2 Water-related climate indices 

 

The following subsections are split for convenience into discussion of metrics that relate firstly 

to dry weather and secondly wet weather. 

 

Dry weather metrics 

 

For the maximum consecutive dry days metric there are broadly consistent annual changes 

through the time series for RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE ensembles when it comes to the 

regional average for England and Wales, but the England and Wales regional max increases 

much more markedly in RCM18-PPE and its distribution becomes broader beyond 2050, 

tending to extend in the direction of extended drought of between 40-80 days above the present 

day mean (see Fig. 3.27). This overall annual signal arises mainly due to changes in the summer 

and autumn seasons (not shown). 
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Figure 3.27: Time series of annual changes in maximum consecutive dry days index for England and 

Wales (regional mean and max) comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 

 

Regional mean changes conditioned on global warming level are shown in Fig. 3.28. Each data 

point within the box-whiskers represents an average over a 20-year time slice from a given 

model run so the extreme ends of the distribution that can be seen in the annual time series 

(Fig. 3.27) are reduced due to the time averaging, to <10 days at the high end. Nonetheless, the 

extension of the upper tail of the RCM18-PPE distribution for England and Wales at GWL40 

can still be picked up quite clearly. Furthermore, apart from showing a general upwards shift 

of the RCM18-PPE ensemble distribution relative to RCM09-PPE above GWL20, the upper 

tail of the RCM18-PPE distribution for England and Wales extends above the RCM09-PPE 

range both for the regional mean and regional maximum, as well as comfortably above the 

range of the CMIP5-13 ensemble. It is questionable whether the lower resolution of CMIP5-

13 models permits them to simulate persistent low precipitation (less than 1 mm/day) with the 

accuracy and detail necessary for a meaningful comparison; this is perhaps reflected in the 

broad range of present day average biases for CMIP5-13 (a much broader range than for 

RCM18-PPE in particular). Errors in storm track location could also be an important factor 

influencing the present day biases. 
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Figure 3.28: Annual changes in maximum consecutive dry days index for England, N. Ireland, Scotland 

and Wales (regional means and maxima), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

On a seasonal basis, the clearest distinction between RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE is in 

autumn, in which future increases in RCM18-PPE (conditioned on global warming levels) are 

consistently higher for all countries than in RCM09-PPE (see Fig. 3.29).  RCM18-PPE also 

exhibits a higher response than CMIP5-13 in most regions (see Fig. 3.30, for GWL30). 

 

 

Figure 3.29: Autumn changes in maximum consecutive dry days index for England, N. Ireland, Scotland 

and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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Figure 3.30: Autumn maximum number of consecutive dry days index changes at GWL30 (high, median 

and low responses) comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

The average number of wet days in autumn shows a clear decline in RCM18-PPE’s England 

and Wales regional average, whereas in RCM09-PPE there is much less of a reduction over 

time. By the 2070s, the vast majority of years exhibit a mean reduction in autumn wet days 

relative to the present day in RCM18-PPE but that is not the case in RCM09-PPE, even in the 

2090s (see lower part of Fig. 3.31). The corresponding picture for summer shows a much less 

clear distinction between RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE, however, with both producing a 

steady decline over time, of a similar magnitude (see upper part of Fig. 3.31). 
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Figure 3.31: Time series of summer and autumn changes in number of wet days for England and Wales 

(regional mean) comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 

 

 

 

Figure 3.32: Summer and autumn changes in number of wet days index for England, N. Ireland, Scotland 

and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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The corresponding signals for reduction in wet days in summer (for both RCM09-PPE and 

RCM18-PPE) and autumn (more pronounced reductions in RCM18-PPE) at different global 

warming levels are also confirmed from the box plots (see Fig. 3.32). CMIP5-13 results tend 

to align reasonably closely with RCM09-PPE for these metrics in terms of the ensemble 

median, making RCM18-PPE results generally the outlier in autumn (i.e. showing the largest 

reductions in wet days). There remains quite a bit of overlap between the RCM18-PPE 

ensemble range and the other ensembles, however. 

The enhanced autumn drying response in RCM18-PPE relative to the other ensembles is further 

illustrated regionally in Fig. 3.33 (for GWL30).   

 

 

Figure 3.33: Autumn number of wet days changes at GWL30 (high, median and low responses)          

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

In summary, the metrics shown above are broadly consistent with the earlier analysis of 

summer mean precipitation. That is, summer drying indices in at least some RCM18-PPE 

members lie outside the bounds (i.e. are potentially more severe from an impacts point of view) 

than indicated from RCM09-PPE and CMIP5-13 results. 
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Wet weather metrics 

 

First we recall the earlier analysis of winter mean precipitation that indicates England and 

Wales have a stronger increase in winter precipitation in RCM18-PPE than RCM09-PPE, while 

for N. Ireland and Scotland the tendency is for a greater increase in RCM09-PPE. 

Given the general tendencies towards projected summer drying in both RCM09-PPE and 

RCM18-PPE (also extending to decreasing number of autumn wet days as shown above) we 

focus on winter only in much of what follows, starting off by examining changes in maximum 

consecutive wet days in winter at thresholds of 1, 10 and 20 mm/day. At a threshold of 1 

mm/day, ensemble median changes relative to present day are small (magnitude <~1 day) at 

all warming levels, and the RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 ensembles all show 

examples of both positive and negative changes (see Fig. 3.34). CMIP5-13 generally shows the 

largest ensemble range, which encompasses the ranges of RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE. 

 

 

Figure 3.34: Winter changes in maximum consecutive wet days (>1 mm) index for England, N. Ireland, 

Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

 

 

Figure 3.35: Winter changes in maximum consecutive very wet and extremely wet days indices for 

England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and 

CMIP5-13 
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At higher thresholds of 10 and 20 mm/day (see Fig. 3.35), the ensemble median changes 

relative to present day are still modest (magnitude <0.5 days) at all warming levels but there is 

more of a tendency towards positive changes (especially for RCM09-PPE and CMIP5-13). 

RCM18-PPE exhibits the largest range out of the three ensembles (with a broader range for 

Northern Ireland than the other regions). However, there is still no strong signal for increased 

length of winter wet periods. A similar conclusion is also formed from examination of regional 

maxima of the associated metrics (not shown). 

There is thus little indication of substantial changes in the length of the longest wet periods, so 

we next examine changes in winter maximum 1-day precipitation and maximum 5-day 

precipitation, these being good indicators of the intensity of the most extreme wet weather 

episodes, relevant to flood risks. Taking a regional mean perspective, which suppresses the 

effect of unphysical grid point storms that occasionally arise in the RCM18-PPE case, we see 

that, unlike the wet period duration metrics, there are clear upwards trends apparent for the 

regional means, both for maximum 1-day and 5-day precipitation, that extend up to 20-30% 

above present day for the upper end of the RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE ranges (see Fig. 

3.36). Interestingly, the changes exhibited in the CMIP5-13 ensemble go higher than either 

RCM09-PPE or RCM18-PPE, although the large (negative) present day mean biases in the 

CMIP5-13 ensemble results cast considerable doubt on its reliability for these metrics.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.36: Winter percentage changes in maximum 1-day and 5-day precipitation for England, N. 

Ireland, Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

Neglecting CMIP5-13, it is not obvious that there’s a systematic difference between RCM09-

PPE and RCM18-PPE in Fig. 3.36. However, it’s worth noting that this figure shows 

percentage changes relative to the present day baseline and the present day baseline values for 

RCM18-PPE are systematically higher than for RCM09-PPE, by 10-20% depending on region 

(for the ensemble median; higher for some individual runs) and mostly above the NCIC 

reference values. The absolute magnitude (in mm/day) of future changes in maximum 1-day 

and 5-day precipitation would therefore typically be higher in RCM18-PPE than RCM09-PPE, 

for the same percentage change with respect to their own baselines.    
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The regional patterns of response in winter maximum 5-day precipitation at GWL20 (see Fig. 

3.37) are broadly similar, encompassing both increases (high response) and decreases (low 

response), with the median response generally showing a modest increase of less than 10%. 

However, RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE both show potential for significant winter drying 

(low response) of order 10-20% in the north of the UK (N. Ireland, Scotland and N.E. England) 

that is not replicated in CMIP5-13. 

 

 

 Figure 3.37: Winter maximum 5-day precipitation changes at GWL20 (high, median and low responses)          

comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

A note of caution on interpreting the extreme precipitation-related results comes from 

comparing time series of winter maximum 1-day precipitation for regional mean and regional 

maximum over Scotland (see Fig. 3.38, for Scotland).  While the year to year variability shown 

by the ensemble plumes is quite similar in RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE for the regional mean 

(upper part of the figure), there are much higher peaks in some RCM18-PPE ensemble 

members in some years for the regional maximum (lower part of the figure). As alluded to in  

section 1.4 of this report, these very high peaks in the regional maximum case can be discounted 

as most likely being due to manifestations of physically unrealistic grid point storms in the 

RCM used for RCM18-PPE. Based on Fig. 3.38, their effect on regional mean changes is 

probably negligible though. (It should also be noted that there is an inherent expected impact 

of resolution as the maximum precipitation in a 12km model at the grid scale will tend to be 

larger than in a 25km model, simply due to the effect of considering smaller regions. This effect 
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could be nullified by re-gridding the 12km RCM18-PPE data to the 25km RCM09-PPE grid 

prior to making the comparison between the two, but that is beyond the scope of this report.) 

 

 

 

Figure 3.38: Time series of winter changes in maximum 1-day precipitation for Scotland                          

(regional mean and max) comparing RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 

 

We end this discussion of indicators of wet days by examining the average precipitation 

intensity on wet, very wet and extremely wet days (above thresholds of 1, 10 and 20 mm/day). 

Unsurprisingly, both RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE show increased average wet day 

precipitation on an annual mean basis, but the percentage increase as the climate warms is 

generally lower for the ensemble mean response in RCM18-PPE than RCM09-PPE and in 

many, but not all, cases lower in CMIP5-13 than RCM09-PPE (see Fig 3.39). As for some of 

the other metrics examined above, the CMIP5-13 ensemble exhibits the broadest range, 

encompassing both the RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE ensemble ranges in most instances. 

Note that the CMIP5-13 ensemble tends to show large negative present day biases, especially 

for Scotland and Wales, casting some doubt on the accuracy of its future predictions. 
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Figure 3.39: Annual percentage changes in average wet day precipitation for England, N. Ireland, 

Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

 

For average precipitation on very wet and extremely wet days, the generally lower response in 

RCM18-PPE compared to RCM09-PPE persists, although the gap is somewhat smaller (see 

Fig. 3.40). This gap narrows for extremely wet days to the extent that the ensemble medians 

are mostly comparable for this metric. However, for extremely wet days the ensemble ranges 

tend to broaden, particularly for the CMIP5-13 ensemble (see lower part of Fig. 3.40). Further 

analysis is needed to understand the reasons. It is possible, for example, that the wider range 

of changes in CMIP5-13 may reflect underestimation, in some models, of the occurrence of 

events above 20 mm/day during the baseline period of 1981-2000, perhaps related to lower 

resolution and less well defined orography.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.40: Annual percentage changes in average very wet and extremely wet day precipitation for 

England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales (regional means), comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and 

CMIP5-13 

 

We conclude by illustrating the considerable differences in the regional patterns of changes in 

winter and summer mean average wet day precipitation (see Fig. 3.41, for GWL30). While the 

general trends are for higher wet day precipitation on average (especially in winter), there’s a 
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stronger tendency towards lower precipitation on summer wet days in RCM18-PPE than in 

RCM09-PPE and CMIP5-13. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.41: Winter (top) and summer (bottom) wet day precipitation changes at GWL30                              

(high, median and low responses) comparing RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
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4. Summary and conclusions 
 

We conclude by highlighting the more noteworthy similarities and differences between 

RCM18-PPE results and the other ensembles considered (including PDF for comparisons 

involving the meteorological variables) for the metrics described in section 3. 

 

Meteorological variables: 

 RCM18-PPE projections for the RCP8.5 scenario warm more rapidly than RCM09-PPE 
projections for the A1B scenario during the 21st century due to the higher radiative 
forcing associated with RCP8.5 relative to A1B and different ranges of climate 
feedback sampled in the two ensembles. However, when framed in terms of response 
conditioned on specified GWLs, RCM18-PPE exhibits relatively lower regional warming 
over the UK than RCM09-PPE. Conditioned on GWL, RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE both 
tend to lie at the high end of the range of CMIP5-13 regional warmings. In the case of 
RCM18-PPE this effect cannot be attributed to a high global climate response in the 
associated driving global simulations. There is more marked seasonality in the UK 
warming signal in RCM18-PPE (with a minimum in spring) than is the case in RCM09-
PPE. PDF results generally encompass the RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 
mean temperature responses but, relative to RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13, RCM09-PPE 
is an outlier in having a high spring warming response. This effect is probably linked to 
a strong local snow albedo feedback in its driving global model. 

 Annual mean responses of daily minimum and daily maximum temperatures in 
RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE both generally fall within the range of the CMIP5-13 
ensemble at all GWLs but tend to lie towards the higher end of the CMIP5-13 range.  
The annual mean diurnal temperature range (the difference between annual mean 
daily maximum and daily minimum temperature) increases slightly in RCM18-PPE 
under future warming but doesn’t change markedly in RCM09-PPE. Sizeable seasonal 
variations occur in the warming responses of daily minimum and daily maximum 
temperature in RCM18-PPE, but to a much lesser degree in RCM09-PPE. 
Consequently, the daily maximum temperature warming response is noticeably higher 
in RCM09-PPE than RCM18-PPE in winter but lower in RCM09-PPE than RCM18-PPE in 
summer. CMIP5-13 results are slightly more consistent with RCM18-PPE than RCM09-
PPE in winter but more consistent with RCM09-PPE in summer. 

 Projected UK seasonal mean precipitation responses in RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE 
could both be summarised as a tendency towards "wetter winters and drier summers" 
with global warming, but regional mean precipitation exhibits a stronger future 
increase in winter and stronger decrease in summer in RCM18-PPE than RCM09-PPE. 
There is some indication of higher intra-ensemble spread in RCM18-PPE winter mean 
rainfall compared to RCM09-PPE, characteristic of the combined effect of inter-annual 
natural variability plus parameter perturbations; such an effect is not apparent in 
summer mean rainfall though. RCM18-PPE appears to show somewhat more potential 
for winter drying (especially in N. Ireland and Scotland) than do RCM09-PPE and 
CMIP5-13.   PDF gives the broadest range of regional mean precipitation responses, 
generally encompassing the combined ranges of RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-
13 and including the possibility of strong summer drying.   
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 Country scale mean responses in winter and summer mean sea level pressure show 
some differences between RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE but generally both lie within 
the range of CMIP5-13. The deepest summer lows tend to become less intense with 
global warming in RCM18-PPE (by several hPa), which may relate to projected 
increases in the summer North Atlantic Oscillation (SNAO) index in RCM18-PPE’s 
driving global model runs, placing RCM18-PPE at the upper end of the CMIP5-13 
range. In contrast there is little change in this metric in RCM09-PPE, placing it towards 
the low end of the CMIP5-13 range. 

 The most pronounced difference in mean 10m windspeed response between RCM18-
PPE and RCM09-PPE is in winter, RCM18-PPE exhibiting a higher response at GWL40, 
which is at the high end of CMIP5-13. There are signals for a small but significant 
weakening of the mean windspeed in spring, summer and autumn in both RCM18-PPE 
and RCM09-PPE but these are generally consistent with the range exhibited by CMIP5-
13, although RCM18-PPE indicates a larger reduction in summer mean windspeed 
than CMIP5-13 over N. Ireland and Wales at the low response end of its range. 

 RCP18-PPE projections indicate marked future increases in surface solar radiation 
relative to the 1981-2000 baseline period, linked to decreases in cloud. These 
increases in radiation, largest in summer (tens of W/m2), lie well outside of the range 
of changes exhibited by RCM09-PPE (and probably outside the CMIP5-13 range 
although this requires more analysis to verify). In the RCM18-PPE world, there would 
be correspondingly more potential for mitigation and adaptation measures based on 
solar PV generation. 

 There is little of note in the response of surface humidity variables to distinguish 
RCM18-PPE from RCM09-PPE and PDF. In terms of relative humidity, both RCM09-PPE 
and RCM18-PPE dry considerably more in summer than winter, RCM18-PPE having the 
stronger signal of the two. PDF results comfortably encompass the other ensembles 
with regard to mean responses for specific humidity.  

 PDF results are only applicable in this report to metrics involving the regional mean 
time mean responses of meteorological variables. In comparisons with RCM09-PPE, 
RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13, the probabilistic results (PDF) generally give the widest 
ranges of plausible projected outcomes. Notable exceptions to this are for changes in 
cloud amount and surface radiation in RCM18-PPE, which are mostly outliers with 
respect to the PDF range. 

 

Climate impact metrics: 

 RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE indicate similar reductions in ice days with global 
warming. Most of the reduction occurs up to a global warming of 3 °C, implying a 
significant reduction in severe cold weather impacts at this warming level, with little 
further reduction from 3 to 4 °C. CMIP5-13 generally shows weaker median responses 
than RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE but a large range. 

 At given future global warming levels, frost day reductions tend to be lower in RCM18-
PPE than in RCM09-PPE projections, implying correspondingly lower reductions in cold 
weather-related impacts. CMIP5-13 has a weaker median response than RCM09-PPE 
and RCM18-PPE but encompasses their responses within its range.  

 The extreme temperature range in winter (difference between the extreme daily 
maximum minus extreme daily minimum temperature in winter) reduces markedly in 
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RCM18-PPE with global warming in all UK countries, outside the range of projected 
changes in RCM09-PPE or CMIP5-13. The largest reductions in RCM18-PPE occur over 
the central spine of the UK and high ground in Wales. 

 Growing degree days increase with global warming in a broadly consistent way across 
the three ensembles, showing a near linear relationship of the annual total with GWL 
in all cases. RCM09-PPE tends to have the highest ensemble median response in the 
annual mean and more markedly so in spring, in which RCM09-PPE is the outlier 
relative to RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13. 

 Projections of the summer days metric indicate an increased occurrence of high 
daytime temperatures, to a considerably greater degree in England and Wales than in 
Scotland and N. Ireland. Results are broadly consistent for RCM09-PPE and RCM18-
PPE but the increased summer days index is higher in England for RCM18-PPE with 
more of a focus in SE England rather than central S England. 

 Similarly, the tropical nights metric shows a rapid rise with global warming, and with 
a geographical pattern that differs in RCM18-PPE compared to RCM09-PPE. In the 
former the highest signals are more focussed on urban conurbations, implying that 
such conurbations, especially London, would face the greatest challenges in adapting 
to hotter summers. 

 The combined net annual heating and cooling energy demand, implied from 
combining heating and cooling degree days, is projected to decrease with global 
warming up to GWL40, in a broadly consistent manner for RCM09-PPE and RCM18-
PPE results (CMIP5-13 indicates a lesser reduction in heating degree days). Projected 
increases in cooling degree days are somewhat lower in the present study for RCM18-
PPE than in Hanlon et al. (2020), likely due to cold summer temperature biases 
(uncorrected in our analysis) but on an annual basis this is only a minor effect relative 
to the change in heating degree days. 

 The maximum length of consecutive dry day spells tends to increase in the UKCP18 
RCM-PPE in autumn, to a greater degree in England and Wales (typically adding 
several days at global warming levels of GWL30 or GWL40). Its response lies at the 
upper end of the corresponding responses in the UKCP09 RCM-PPE and CMIP5-13 
ensembles in this respect. 

 The number of dry days (precipitation below 1 mm/day, inferred from the metric for 
wet days) is projected to increase in summer for all three ensembles. In autumn, 
RCM18-PPE also shows marked increases in the inferred number of dry days but with 
a lower trend than in summer. This RCM18-PPE trend diverges from RCM09-PPE and 
CMIP5-13, which show more modest increases, making RCM18-PPE generally the 
outlier in autumn for this metric. 

 At a wet day precipitation threshold of >1 mm/day, ensemble median changes in 
mean wet day precipitation relative to present day are small (magnitude <~1 day) at 
all warming levels. RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 all exhibit both positive and 
negative changes. CMIP5-13 generally shows the largest ensemble range, 
encompassing the ranges of RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE. At higher precipitation 
thresholds, ensemble median changes for mean very wet day (>10 mm/day) and 
extremely wet day (>20 mm/day) precipitation in winter are modest at all GWLs 
relative to present day, although there is a general tendency towards increases 
(especially for RCM09-PPE and CMIP5-13).  
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 No clear signal is apparent for increases in the length of the longest winter wet periods 
but there are clear upwards trends in regional means of maximum 1-day and 5-day 
precipitation (i.e. extreme precipitation events) in all regions, of up to 20-30% above 
present day values for the upper end of the ensemble ranges of RCM09-PPE and 
RCM18-PPE. The ranges of CMIP5-13 responses for these metrics go higher than either 
RCM09-PPE or RCM18-PPE but large (negative) present day mean biases in the CMIP5-
13 ensemble cast doubt on its reliability. RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE results show 
similar percentage changes relative to their present day baseline periods, but the 
present day baseline values for RCM18-PPE are systematically higher than for RCM09-
PPE by ~10-20% depending on region, so the absolute changes in maximum 1-day and 
5-day precipitation in mm/day units would typically be higher in RCM18-PPE than 
RCM09-PPE. 

 Despite ensemble median indications for increased 5-day maximum precipitation in 
winter, RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE both show potential for significant reductions at 
the low response end of their ensemble range, of order 10-20% in the north of the UK 
(N. Ireland, Scotland and N.E. England). This possibility is not replicated in CMIP5-13. 

 For average precipitation intensity on wet, very wet and extremely wet days (above 
thresholds of 1, 10 and 20 mm/day), RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE show increased 
average wet day precipitation on an annual mean basis, but the percentage increase 
as the climate warms is generally lower for the ensemble mean response in RCM18-
PPE than RCM09-PPE and in many, but not all, cases lower in CMIP5-13 than RCM09-
PPE. CMIP5-13 encompasses both RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE ensemble ranges in 
general, although we again cast some doubt on the accuracy of its future predictions. 
While general trends mostly suggest higher average wet day precipitation as the 
climate warms, RCM18-PPE indicates a stronger tendency towards lower average wet 
day precipitation in summer than is the case for RCM09-PPE and CMIP5-13. 
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Appendix A: Accessibility of the graphics files 

 

For details of how to access the complete sets of associated graphics files, including all of 

those used as illustrations in this report and many more, please see 

https://www.exeter.ac.uk/gsi/ccra3/ . The following files (in zip format) are available, 

corresponding to the graphics folders and content described in section 1.3. Approximate file 

sizes in megabytes are listed below.  

 boxplots_ls1_pdf.zip   [1 MB] 
 boxplots_ls1_png.zip(*) [37 MB] 
 boxplots_pdf.zip    [15 MB] 
 boxplots_png.zip(*)  [28 MB] 
 maps_12up_pdf.zip      [649 MB] 
 maps_12up_png.zip     [261 MB] 
 maps_9up_pdf.zip    [2475 MB] 
 maps_9up_png.zip  [1003 MB] 
 ts_10up_pdf.zip  [280 MB] 
 ts_10up_png.zip(*)   [319 MB] 
 ts_2up_pdf.zip     [620 MB] 
 ts_2up_png.zip(*)    [892 MB] 

A small @@README.txt file containing basic guidance on the graphics files is also available. 

Some of the png.zip files (those marked with * above) contain both graphics files (.png) and 

corresponding CSV files (.csv), where the latter lists in a simple text format the ensemble data 

values used in producing the graphics. CSV files were not produced for map graphics due to 

the more complex metadata required to describe the model map projections.  

 

Appendix B: Mappings of RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 to global 

warming levels 

 

The following tables record the mid-years of 20-year time slices at which different global 

warming levels are reached for the RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 ensembles. 

Blank entries indicate that the warming level is not reached for that run within the simulated 

time range. Also summarised are the mean year and ensemble spread of years at which the 

warming level is reached, and the effective ensemble size for each warming level. 

The calculation of years in these tables is based on warming with respect to the 1981-2000 

baseline period in the associated GCM run plus an assumed warming from pre-industrial to 

1981-2000 of 0.51 °C, as observed, derived from the HadCRUT4 dataset (Morice et al. 2012): 

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadcrut4/data/current/time_series/HadCRUT.4.6.0.0.an

nual_ns_avg.txt 

This value of 0.51 °C is consistent with IPCC AR5’s central estimate of observed historical 

warming (0.61 °C) adjusting for a present day baseline of 1981-2000 instead of 1986-2005. 

 

 

  

https://www.exeter.ac.uk/gsi/ccra3/
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadcrut4/data/current/time_series/HadCRUT.4.6.0.0.annual_ns_avg.txt
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadcrut4/data/current/time_series/HadCRUT.4.6.0.0.annual_ns_avg.txt
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RCM09-PPE (SRES A1B) 

GCM runid RCM runid GWL15 GWL20 GWL25 GWL30   GWL40  
aenwl afgcx 2023 2037 2053 2067   
aeyja afixa 2029 2046 2069 2088   
aeyjc afixc 2031 2046 2061 2077   
aeyjh afixh 2023 2037 2053 2066   
aejyi afixi 2019 2034 2048 2061   
aeyjj afixj 2023 2041 2054 2067   

aeyjk afixk 2026 2037 2049 2062   
aeyjm afixm 2020 2033 2045 2058     2083  
aeyjo afixo 2018 2033 2044 2054     2073  
aeyjl afixl 2019 2034 2045 2055     2080  
aeyjq afixq 2017 2030 2041 2053     2075  

Mean year  2023 2037 2051 2064     2078  
Spread in years 14 16 28 35       10  
 Ensemble size 11 11 11 11        4  

 
RCM18-PPE (RCP8.5) 

GCM runid RCM runid GWL15 GWL20 GWL25 GWL30    GWL40 

1 1 2019 2029 2039 2048      2062 

4 4 2016 2026 2036 2044      2059 

5 5 2020 2031 2042 2051      2065 

6 6 2019 2028 2038 2047      2063 

7 7 2017 2030 2041 2049      2063 

8 8 2018 2031 2042 2052      2069 

9 9 2015 2027 2036 2043      2056 

10 10 2020 2031 2041 2049      2066 

11 11 2017 2028 2038 2047      2063 

12 12 2023 2034 2044 2052      2066 

13 13 2017 2028 2039 2048      2062 

15 15 2019 2032 2043 2052      2067 

Mean year  2018 2030 2040 2049      2063 

Spread in years 8 8 8 9        13 

 Ensemble size 12 12 12 12        12 
 
 
ClMIP5-13 GCMs (RCP8.5) 

model name runid GWL15 GWL20 GWL25 GWL30 GWL40 

bcc-csm1-1 16 2030 2044 2056 2066  
CCSM4 17 2023 2039 2053 2063 2083 

CESM1-BGC 18 2026 2041 2054 2065 2086 

CanESM2 19 2017 2030 2041 2052 2070 

CMCC-CM 20 2028 2040 2051 2059 2077 

CNRM-CM5 21 2030 2044 2056 2067 2087 

EC-EARTH 22 2028 2044 2056 2066 2087 

ACCESS1-3 23 2024 2038 2047 2056 2076 

HadGEM2-ES 24 2016 2029 2041 2050 2067 

IPSL-CM5A-MR 25 2022 2036 2045 2054 2070 

MPI-ESM-MR 26 2029 2044 2055 2065 2087 

MRI-CGCM3 27 2037 2049 2060 2072  
GFDL-ESM2G 28 2036 2053 2067 2079  

Mean year  2027 2041 2052 2063 2079 

Spread in years 21 24 26 29 20 

 Ensemble size 13 13 13 13 10 
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Notes: 

The CMIP5-13 ensemble on average reaches given GWLs at a similar time to the RCM09-PPE 

(within 1-2 years for higher GWLs), despite the difference in forcing scenarios. 

RCM18-PPE is the outlier among the three ensembles in that it hits the GWLs a decade or more 

earlier on average for global warming above GWL20 than do the other ensembles. This is likely 

to be mostly due to the higher climate sensitivity of HadGEM3-GC3.05 relative to the models 

in the CMIP5-13 ensemble but it may also signal, to some extent, the effect of variations in 

GHG concentration pathways that are included in the RCM18-PPE to emulate possible carbon 

cycle feedbacks – variations that are absent from CMIP5-13 (Murphy et al. 2018) and RCM09-

PPE. 

Some variables are missing from some or all of the CMIP5-13 runs, which reduces its ensemble 

size accordingly (see Appendix C). One variable is also missing from one RCM18-PPE run so 

a similar comment applies in that case (see Appendix C). 
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Appendix C – Input daily data gaps for RCM09-PPE, RCM18-PPE and CMIP5-13 

ensembles 

 

For RCM09-PPE the input daily data is essentially complete for all variables for all runs. The 

only technical issue was a single corrupt netcdf input file at the very end of the time range of 

run afgcx that could not be rectified. Fortunately, this missing file proved to be unimportant 

for the purpose of the analysis and conclusions described in this report. 

For RCM18-PPE the only input daily data gap was for the wss variable (10 m wind speed) in 

run 5. This reduces the RCM18-PPE ensemble size from 12 to 11 for analysis involving this 

variable. 

For the CMIP5-13 ensemble the availability of input daily data is less homogeneous than for 

RCM09-PPE and RCM18-PPE. The following table records the variables that are present or 

missing from each CMIP5-13 ensemble member – blank entries indicate that the variable is 

available for that run and missing variables are indicated by “X”. 

 

CMIP5-13 GCM 

model name 

runid tas, tasmax, 

pr, psl 

tasmin clt, uas, vas huss wss hurs, rls, rss 

bcc-csm1-1 16     X X 

CCSM4 17   X X X X 

CESM1-BGC 18   X X X X 

CanESM2 19      X 

CMCC-CM 20    X  X 

CNRM-CM5 21     X X 

EC-EARTH 22  X X X X X 

ACCESS1-3 23      X 

HadGEM2-ES 24      X 

IPSL-CM5A-MR 25      X 

MPI-ESM-MR 26    X  X 

MRI-CGCM3 27      X 

GFDL-ESM2G 28      X 

Ensemble size  13 12 10 8 8 0 

 

The CMIP5-13 ensemble size therefore varies with variable, as well as with global warming 

level according to the table in Appendix B. 
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